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We would formally like to put our objections ref the above application
REF:HOW03_E1AReg17_11032020_681897
As the only residential property affected pre and post construction of the converter station
we have no option but to object
The trench digging will be traumatic for the countryside and people living on the route but
will be covered over. We will be left with the converter stuck in the middle of an
agricultural field impacting on every view from our garden and house.
The landscaping being suggested will take many 10s of years to be of any affect and will
be of no benefit to us
We have

for over 16 years and
so we were proposing to put our house on the market this year but we have no
chance of selling with this construction going on and feel we have now been
imprisoned for the next 10 years plus.
When we purchased our house we made inquires at South Norfolk Council with regards to
potential planning around our property- they stated that there was no way any plans would
be passed between us and the bypass for any construction work. This obviously was not
the case
Whilst we are not against wind farms I don't believe that people really know the impact on
the countryside when it is tracked so far in land. I do not understand why it cannot just
come into Gt Yarmouth which has the infrastructure to cope with it.
Also there is another wind farm project(Sheringham Shoal project) proposing to construct
an additional converter in Swardeston- so we feel this is opening the door for more
construction work.
The B1113 which is already very busy is not big enough to take the lorries for construction
and will cause major problems
We would propose that Orsted purchases our property- we have asked and they have said
NO. Orsted are on record as saying it will not impact on the value of our property and that
there is no evidence of this. We have estate agents valuations suggesting differently
Natasha & Steven Hall

